Swarm IQ

™

Unique value-added technology provides
Swarm Logic® users with automated fault
detection of HVAC rooftop units
Use with Encycle’s Swarm Sentinel™ complementary
work order processing tool for optimal efficiency!

Encycle helps reduce costly service calls
and extend equipment life.
Commercial HVAC systems often include multiple packaged
rooftop units (RTUs). A typical RTU contains air conditioning
components, including an evaporator coil, fan, compressor, and
condenser. The efficiency and performance of these systems
largely depend on how well they are monitored and maintained.
Building owners and operators are often unaware when units
malfunction and waste energy until occupants report comfort
problems. By then, the issue may involve expensive diagnostics,
repair, and replacement that could have been avoided or
minimized with earlier detection.
Encycle’s Swarm IQ is an automated, software-based fault
detection tool that identifies HVAC performance degradation
and mechanical issues, leading to improved enterprise asset
management and energy efficiency.

Swarm IQ™: Actionable Fault Detection™
Swarm IQ is Encycle’s autonomous RTU fault
detection tool that provides actionable intelligence
for proactive HVAC maintenance activities and
more efficient budget spending.
Swarm IQ monitors HVAC equipment in real time
across an entire portfolio of buildings. Customers
gain unprecedented visibility into the performance
and health of their HVAC assets through data-driven
analytics and customizable reports.
Learning about equipment issues and addressing
potential major issues early on allows facility
managers to bundle low priority service calls and
reduce truck rolls.

Swarm IQ benefits
	Automated detection of HVAC issues
	Moves customers into proactive,
preventive maintenance
	Reduces facility maintenance costs
	Reduces energy waste and emissions
through more efficient asset operation
	Prolongs equipment life
	Avoids unscheduled disruptions and
truck rolls
	Minimizes downtime
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Make better informed HVAC
maintenance decisions and
drive operational efficiency
through Swarm Portal™.
Swarm IQ is visualized through
Swarm Portal, Encycle’s easy-touse platform that provides powerful
analytics and reporting on key HVAC
equipment health and efficiency
metrics. The centralized web-based
portal provides 24/7/365 access with
role-based security and permissions
for multiple users.
This crucial layer of actionable
intelligence helps Encycle
customers reduce operational
costs and achieve better
decarbonization outcomes.

RTU Performance Report

Site Dashboard
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Optimize work order efficiency with Swarm Sentinel™

Straight-through RTU fault notification sent right to your work order software!
Encycle also offers Swarm Sentinel, an optional HVAC fault detection
notification tool that sends Swarm IQ HVAC system fault analysis results
directly to ServiceChannel® and other work order solutions platforms.
The data from Swarm IQ is rich in detail, unambiguous, and precise, giving
building managers or service providers information they need to investigate,
schedule, and resolve the identified problem.

Swarm Sentinel, HVAC fault detection
notification tool sends Swarm IQ HVAC
system fault analysis results directly to
ServiceChannel® and other work order
solutions platforms.

Swarm Sentinel Work Order Notification

About Encycle
Encycle is a data-driven technology company that
is transforming energy management for commercial
and industrial companies. The company leverages
its Swarm Logic technology to lower customers’
energy costs, maximize efficiency, and reduce
environmental impact without sacrificing comfort.
We are disrupting the building controls industry
by making the promises of artificial intelligence a
reality. Our enterprise-wide solutions create highly
accurate and dynamic models for each building
and its thermal profile. We are proud to be helping
thousands of buildings become smarter and greener.
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